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Round 1: DOMESTIC ECONOMICS 
 
1 Should the United States decrease the amount of crypto currency stockpiles they seize?  
2 Should the United States increase the debt ceiling? 
3 What is the future of the Ethereum currency? 
 
4 Should the US be worried about a mass inflation soon? 
5 Should Joe Biden prioritize reducing gas prices? 
6 What steps can the U.S. take to incentivize tourism post COVID-19? 
 
7 Will economic recovery be tied to vaccination rates? 
8 How can the Biden admin deal with inflation? 
9 How will the Infrastructure bill impact the economy? 
 
10 Is the stock market a good economic indicator for America?  
11 Is TESLA overvalued?  
12 Is America in a second Gilded Age? 
 
13 Why is housing so expensive in California?    
14 Is assuming economic growth hurting the US? 
15 Should the US bring back the gold standard?  
 
16 Is the US social safety net too small? 
17 Should homeowners in the US expect dramatic changes in the real estate market? 
18 Did the subreddit known as r/wallstreetbets change the face of the stock market? 
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ROUND 2: FOREIGN ECONOMICS 
 
1 How can Lebanon get out of its economic crisis? 
2 How can China resolve its energy crisis? 
3. What is the global implication for Chinese inflation? 
 
4 Is Japan’s economy doomed to stagnate with a stagnating birth rate? 
5 Will the Northern Irish separation from the EU bring them closer to Ireland?  
6 Will Nepal’s reported denial of COVID-19 cases surrounding Mount Everest backfire? 
 
7 Is New Zealand’s zero covid strategy harming its economy? 
8 Is India’s economy becoming the next China? 
9 How can South Africa resolve its racial economic disparities? 
 
10 Has socialism doomed Venezuela’s economy?  
11 Will China’s housing market burst? 
12 Is there another alternative for North Korea to generate income outside of coal? 
 
13 What steps must be taken to stop the growing famine in Tigray? 
14 What steps should the ANC take to mitigate the factors that are de-railing South Africa's economic recovery 
15 El Salvador is the first county to allow cryptocurrency as legal tender - How will this impact the country's 
economy? 
 
16 Was Brexit as bad as economists feared? 
17 Will the 'new capitalism' promise of PM Fumio Kishida succeed?  
18 How did Tokyo's decisions regarding the 2021 Olympics impact Japan's economy? 
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ROUND 3: DOMESTIC POLICY 
 
1 Will Democrats be able to pass paid family and medical leave through their $1.75 trillion dollar social and 
environmental bill? 
2 How can the U.S. government address environmental racism? 
3 How has the #BlackLivesMatter movement shaped conversations about race? Has this movement been 
successful in their desired goals? 
 
4 Should Travis Scott be convicted of inciting the Astroworld crowd, resulting in $1m worth of damages? 
5 What steps does Portland need to take to rein in destructive protests? 
6 How will the Biden infrastructure bill affect the economy? 
 
7 What will Paul Gosar’s recent satirical video affect the future of political discourse in America 
8 Should lying about vaccination status be criminalized 
9 Should U.S. states decriminalize prostitution? 
 
10 Can Biden convince the U.S. population that the proposed infrastructure bill is net positive? 
11 Will the supreme court find the Biden administration’s vaccine mandate as unconstitutional? 
12 How should U.S. schools proceed regarding mask policy for their students? 
 
13 Can democrats stop a red wave in the 2020 midterms? 
14 Is Chris Christy a legitimate “Dark Horse” presidential candidate? 
15 What action should the Biden administration take to reduce migrant flowing at the Mexican Border?  
 
16 How will the rise of Metaverse affect American society? 
17 Will the embrace of equity policies by schools further increase the achievement gap? 
18 Will opposition to Texas abortion restrictions result in a higher turnout in the 2022 midterms?  
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ROUND 4: FOREIGN POLICY 
 

1. Should the Taliban be considered a governing body, and no longer a terrorist organization. 
2. Should the United States Federal Government increase its weapon sales to Taiwan.  What inhibitions 

slow the progress of the international Climate Change accord in Glasgow  
3. What does Nicaragua’s recent election mean for Nicaraguan democracy? 

 
4. Will Xi Jinping’s consolidation of the power structure in China backfire? 
5. Will protests be enough to challenge the military in Sudan 
6. Is Europe’s new COVID-19 wave a warning sign for the U.S. this winter? 

 
7. Should the United States end the Cuban embargo?  
8. How can Australia deal with its water scarcity?   
9. Will the 'new capitalism' promise of PM Fumio Kishida succeed? 

 
10. What can China do to decrease rising sexual assault against women? 
11. What can Japan do to close their societal gender gap? 
12. Is Belarus in danger of losing its independence from Russia? 

 
13. Will Russia use its energy resources as a political weapon against Europe this winter? 
14. Should EU laws supersede national legal orders in Poland? 
15. Are Russia and Belarus using migrant chaos to destabilize Europe? 

 
16. Will Dmitry Muratov's Nobel Peace Prize slow Russia's repressive measures against independent 

media?  
17. Will Chilean President Sebastian Pinear be impeached in the light of the Pandora Papers?  
18. Why is violence targeting indigenous people surging in Brazil?  
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SEMI-FINALS: GLOBAL HOTPSOTS  
 

1. Is Russia making the Syrian civil war worse? 
2. Is conflict between Iran and Israel inevitable? 
3. Was South Sudan’s Independence a mistake? 

 
4. What can the UN do to assist Ethiopians? 
5. Should the US end the One China Policy? 
6. Is the Libyan Civil War winding down? 

 
7. Is the Polish Belarus border crisis going to lead to war? 
8. Is Morocco going to get recognition of ownership over Western Sahara? 
9. Have tribal disputes over territory in Nigeria become more of a threat to national unity than Boko 

Haram? 
 

10.  Why is violence targeting indigenous people surging in Brazil? 
11.  President Nayib Bukele calls himself the 'world's coolest dictator' - but is he joking? 
12. Can support by G20 countries avert the growing humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan?  

 
13. Geopolitical competition or cooperation -- Which stance is the best approach for our climate crisis?  
14. Will the Afghanistan withdrawal lead other nations to question the US as an international ally? 
15. Under Taliban rule, will Afghanistan devolve into terrorist base?  

 
16. Is North Korea collapsing?  
17. Is Northern Ireland trending towards reunion with Ireland? 
18. How can Mexico combat cartels? 
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FINALS: “TRIADS”  
 

1. Will an improving relationship between South Korea and North Korea have an effect on China’s trade? 
2. Will the joint Chinese and Russian naval exercise near Japan re-ignite regional tensions? 
3. Should the ICC pursue charges against the Canadian government for crimes committed in the country's 

Indigenous residential school system? 
 

4. Will the U.S. and Russia compromise on Syria pave the way for new relations between the two 
countries? 

5. Can the China-US COP26 resolution be a blueprint for the world? 
6. Is the USMCA good for the US, Canada, and Mexico? 

 
7. Will immigration policies between Mexico and Canada into the U.S. play an important role in the presidential 

election again? 
8. Is an alliance forming between Iran, China and Russia after the fall of Kabul? 
9. How will the Taliban's Afghanistan takeover impact relations between the US and Pakistan? 

 
10. How will the US withdrawal from Afghanistan impact its future relations with Pakistan? 
11. Who should the UN recognize as the legitimate government of Myanmar: Myanmar's military or the National 

Unity Government (NUG)? 
12. How will the defense deal between Greece and France impact the NATO alliance? 

 
13. Will China’s economic acquisition of Africa threaten global stability with the UN? 
14. In the event of a Chinese attack, should the U.S. come to Taiwan’s aide? 
15. Should the US pick a side between Turkey and Greece? 

 
16. Are Meta, Amazon, and Disney monopolizing entertainment? 
17. Should the EU intervene in the Ukraine-Russia Donbas conflict? 
18. Can the US negotiate a resolution between Israel and Palestine? 

 
 


